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ABSTRACT
Physically-based animation techniques enable more realistic and accurate animation to be created. Such ap-
proaches require the creation of a complex volumetric model that can be realistically and efficiently simulated,
particularly for interactive computer graphics applications. We present an approach to automatically construct an-
imatable non-conforming hexahedral finite element (FE) facial soft-tissue simulation models, including automatic
determination of element material types, boundary conditions and muscle properties, making them immediately
ready for simulation.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Facial modelling and animation is one of the most
challenging areas of computer graphics. While vari-
ous techniques have been proposed to create and ani-
mate facial models, by using a physically-based model,
the effects of muscle contractions can be propagated
through the facial soft tissue to deform the model in
a more realistic and anatomical manner.

Physics-based soft-tissue simulation systems often
focus on either efficiently producing realistic-
looking animations for computer graphics appli-
cations [TW90, KHS01], or simulating models
with high physical accuracy for studying soft-
tissue behaviour [BJTM08, HMSH09] or surgical
simulation [KRG+02, ZHD06]. Popular simula-
tion techniques include the efficient mass-spring
(MS) method [TW90, KHS01], the accurate
but computationally complex finite element (FE)
method [SNF05, HMSH09], and the FE-based but
precomputation-heavy mass-tensor (MT) method
[MSNS05, XLZH11]. Physics engines, which focus on
performance and stability, can also be used [MHHR06].
Indeed, increases in computational power, and the use
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Figure 1: A conforming and non-conforming simula-
tion model.

of GPU computing architectures mean that complex
FE simulations are now possible in real time [TCO08].

Physics-based simulations require an appropriate sim-
ulation model to be created, for example, using sur-
face meshes of the object to be simulated. As il-
lustrated by Figure 1, such models can either con-
form to a surface mesh [MBTF03, BJTM08], or a non-
conforming model with a bound surface mesh can be
used [Coo98, DGW11]. High-quality conforming mod-
els that can be efficiently simulated are often difficult
and time-consuming to create, although such models
are usually required for high-accuracy applications. In
contrast, non-conforming models can enable more effi-
cient production of stable, realistic-looking animations
for computer graphics applications.

The main aim of this work is to develop an automatic
process to easily construct animatable non-conforming
hexahedral FE simulation models, including automatic
determination of element material types, boundary con-
ditions and muscle properties. While the focus is on
creating facial soft-tissue models (the soft tissue be-



Figure 2: Surfaces and volumes of a facial soft-tissue
model. The whole volume between the skull and skin
surfaces (i.e. the skin and muscle volumes) is discre-
tised to create an FE facial soft-tissue model.

tween the skull and outer skin surface, as shown by
Figure 2), the process can be used to create any multi-
layered model from any surface meshes. Such facial
models can be used, for example, to efficiently produce
realistic-looking facial animations for computer graph-
ics applications. The following sections detail relevant
related work, followed by a description and examples of
the model creation process, including model simulation
examples using our GPU FE system, finishing with a
comparison between conforming and non-conforming
simulation meshes, particularly for GPU FE simula-
tions.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Physically-Based Facial and Soft-

Tissue Models
Physically-based facial animation systems for com-
puter graphics applications normally consist of muscle
and skin models, sometimes along with a skull model
and wrinkle models. For increased realism, a skull
model can include a rotatable mandible, which can be
geometrically controlled [KHS01] or physically-based
[Cou05]. Muscles have been modelled using vectors
[Wat87], and more anatomically accurate geomet-
ric [KHS01, Cou05] and physics-based volumes
[BWL+10, RP07]. Many muscle contraction models
are based on a Hill-type model [RP07, LST09], some
of which are biologically inspired [HMSH09], and
the direction of contraction can be approximated as
parallel to the central action curve [TZT09], or, more
anatomically, by using a fibre field [SNF05].

Various facial soft-tissue models have been proposed,
ranging from simple but efficient physics-engine-based
[CP06] and MS models [TW90, KHS01], to more

anatomical and realistic FE models [SNF05, BWL+10].
Detailed models of blocks of skin and soft tissue have
also been created [KSY08], along with complex
soft-tissue constitutive models [Bis06]. Due to its
efficiency, the TLED algorithm has been used for
various non-linear FE soft-tissue simulations [TCO08],
resulting in large speed-ups. The FE-based MT method
has also been used to produce such simulations and also
for facial surgical applications [MSNS05, XLZH11],
showing similar accuracy to the FE method when
simulating small displacements.

2.2 Model Creation Approaches
The model creation process is normally difficult and
time-consuming, and it is also dependent on the re-
quired model structure. To create a model for FE sim-
ulation, a suitable mesh must be created, and FE simu-
lation properties, such as boundary conditions, must be
set. Regarding model element types for simulation, we
only consider linear elements with a single integration
point for optimal computational performance.

Simple automatic model creation approaches have been
used that just create a layered MS model and skull from
a surface mesh [TW90]. On the other hand, CT and
MRI scans, or anthropometric data can be used to man-
ually or automatically create an anatomical reference
head model [MSNS05, KHS01]. Such data from the
Visible Human Dataset1 has previously been used for
reference model creation [SNF05]. Various techniques
have been proposed to deform reference skull, mus-
cle or full physically-based head models using manu-
ally defined landmarks [KHS01, AZ10], although these
often rely on good landmark placement. Kähler et al.
also developed an interactive editor to enable easy mus-
cle creation by processing user-specified grid points
[KHS01].

Numerous algorithms exist for fast automatic genera-
tion of high-quality tetrahedral models that conform
to surface meshes [MBTF03, SG05]; however, 4-node
tetrahedra are susceptible to volume locking, partic-
ularly when simulating incompressible materials like
soft tissue. In contrast, reduced-integration 8-node
hexahedral elements (with hourglass control) have
increased stability and accuracy [WJC+10], particu-
larly when modelling non-linear anisotropic materials
[fLhLfT11], and can be used to create meshes using
fewer elements, normally outweighing the efficiency of
tetrahedra. Hexahedra are therefore often preferred for
FE simulations.

Although various algorithms for producing conform-
ing hexahedral meshes have been proposed [SKO+10,

1 http://www.nlm.nih.gov/research/visible/
visible_human.html



ZHB10, NRP11], hexahedral mesh generation is of-
ten difficult and time consuming, and, without heavy
manual work, many such algorithms suffer problems
regarding element quality and robustness, particularly
with complex geometries like soft tissue. Techniques
have been proposed to improve the quality of hexahe-
dral meshes [ISS09, SZM12], although these can pro-
duce models with an increased number of elements.

Simple hexahedral meshes can also be merged to pro-
duce a complex mesh [SSLS10, Lo12], although these
approaches would require a manual decomposition of
the complex model such that high quality elements
are able to be produced during the merging process.
Similarly, conforming and non-conforming domain
decomposition FE methods can be used [Lam09],
which involve performing an FE analysis on a model
decomposed into several independent subdomains.
Some other techniques involve deforming a reference
hexahedral mesh [CPL00, fLhLfT11], although such
approaches require a high-quality reference mesh, and
often also require manual work or modifications to the
final mesh.

Alternatively, non-conforming hexahedral meshes are
easier to create, for example, using voxelisation tech-
niques, and a surface mesh can also be bound to the
volume mesh for visual purposes. Such meshes can
be used to create models for more stable and compu-
tationally efficient FE simulations [DGW11]. Kumar et
al. performed linear elastic FE simulations using struc-
tured non-conforming hexahedral grids, and compared
these with conforming hexahedral simulation meshes
[KPB08], which produced similar stresses, although
only relatively simple models were examined. Non-
conforming tetrahedral facial and soft-tissue FE models
have also been used for stability and performance rea-
sons [Coo98, SNF05], although linear tetrahedral ele-
ments can cause problems such as volume locking.

Once an FE simulation mesh has been created, model
properties, such as element constitutive properties and
boundary conditions, must be specified. Developing
on current techniques for producing non-conforming
hexahedral meshes with bound surface meshes, our
model creation process automatically produces com-
plete simulation-ready multi-layered FE models (i.e.
with FE model properties computed) from any surface
meshes. Focussing on facial soft-tissue models, this
includes automatically assigning material properties to
different regions of soft tissue, such as muscle and skin,
and determining boundary conditions and muscle prop-
erties. With sensible model data organisation, the mod-
els can be efficiently simulated on the GPU.

3 NON-CONFORMING HEXAHE-
DRAL FINITE ELEMENT SOFT-
TISSUE MODEL CREATION

A process has been developed to create simulation
meshes with hexahedral elements that approximate
but don’t conform to surface meshes. Such meshes
have several advantages over simulation meshes that
conform to the shape of the object they are simulating,
including advantages relating to mesh creation, sta-
bility and computational performance. A comparison
between using conforming and non-conforming hexa-
hedral simulation meshes with a CUDA FE system is
presented in the discussion in Section 4.3.

A program has been implemented to voxelise a closed
surface mesh, that can include closed internal bound-
aries, described by an OBJ file. Ray-polygon intersec-
tion tests for a ray fired from voxel centres are used
to determine whether voxels are enclosed by a set of
polygons. The enclosed voxels are used as hexahedral
elements to produce a hexahedral FE mesh for use with
our simulation system.

The surface mesh can contain various surfaces, and ele-
ments are separated depending on the user-defined col-
lection of surfaces (volumes) by which they are en-
closed, enabling different sets of elements to be as-
signed different material laws and properties. For ex-
ample, with a facial mesh, there may be surfaces for the
skull, skin and each muscle. The skull and skin surfaces
might together define a single ‘skin’ volume (i.e. the
volume of soft tissue between the skull and skin sur-
faces), whereas the volume-enclosing muscle surfaces
could define their own volumes, as illustrated by Figure
2.

Element properties are determined by firstly assigning
each volume a level and a priority within that level,
where level 0 is the lowest level, and priority 0 is the
highest priority within a level. Semantically, a volume
in a higher level is contained within, and bound by, ei-
ther a single or several volumes in the level immediately
below (see Figure 3). Continuing with the facial mesh
example, level 0 might consist solely of the skin vol-
ume, whereas level 1 might consist of the muscle vol-
umes, each assigned a different priority. Lower-level
volumes are voxelised first. Properties of elements are
then overwritten if they are also contained within an im-
mediately higher-level volume; hence, properties of el-
ements within the skin volume would be overwritten by
those that are also enclosed by a muscle volume. Within
a level, higher-priority volumes are voxelised first, al-
though properties of elements within lower-priority vol-
umes are not overwritten.

This level-based voxelisation process is described by
Algorithm 1, and illustrated by Figure 3. It can be
seen that only lenient requirements are imposed on the
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Figure 3: An example of the level-based voxelisation
process for a skin block containing two muscles, show-
ing the model state after each level priority has been
considered in turn. Note this is a 2D illustration of a 3D
process.

1: volLevs← volume levels
{array (levels) of arrays (priorities)}

2: for all voxels, v do
3: {from lowest to highest level}
4: while levPris← volLevs.next and

levChanged(v) do
5: lev← level
6: {from highest to lowest priority}
7: while pri← levPris.next and not

priChanged(v) do
8: if insideVolume(v, lev, pri) then
9: setVolume(v, lev, pri)

Algorithm 1: The voxelisation process, which includes
determining the volume by which each element is en-
closed.

creation of the surface mesh; for example, as muscles
should be contained within the skin volume, parts of
muscle surfaces that cross the bounds of this volume are
appropriately ignored. Muscle surfaces can therefore
simply penetrate the skull (like the muscle in Figure 2),
rather than having to ‘attach’ and conform to the skull
surface, therefore simplifying the modelling of surface
meshes.

User-specified sections of a surface mesh within a par-
ticular bounding box can also be voxelised, enabling
easy simulation of only relevant sections of meshes
with increased simulation speed, as opposed to simulat-
ing the whole mesh. Although distorting element shape,
and therefore possibly impacting simulation stability,
the hexahedral length, width and height can be inde-
pendently set, which could be useful, for example, to

1: for all rigid vertices, lines and polygons, r do
2: for all voxels, v do
3: c← centre(v)
4: p← getClosestPosition(r,c)

{p← r for vertices}
5: if insideBoundingBox(v, p) then
6: l← p− c
7: i← getIntersection(v, l)
8: for all v nodes, n do
9: if withinRange(n, i) then
10: setRigid(n)

Algorithm 2: The process to determine rigid nodes.
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Figure 4: Examples of arbitrarily selected rigid surfaces
and nodes inside and outside a voxel bounding box (the
dashed box surrounding the voxel). Note this is a 2D
illustration of a 3D process.

help improve performance when modelling large, thin
materials.

When voxelising a soft-tissue mesh, if surfaces are
given names that correctly identify them (e.g. if the
names of surfaces enclosing muscles start with the word
‘muscle’), an animatable soft-tissue mesh can be auto-
matically created with fixed skull nodes and animatable
muscles. Using a collection of user-defined rigid ver-
tices, lines and polygons on the surface mesh, an at-
tachment process, described by Algorithm 2, has been
developed to determine rigid simulation nodes, such as
fixed skull nodes on a facial model.

Figure 4 illustrates the bounding box test in line 5 of
the attachment algorithm, which is successful if posi-
tion p (a rigid vertex position, or the closest point on a
rigid line or polygon to the voxel centre) lies within a
box, centred at voxel centre c, that has sides twice the
length of voxel v in each direction. The test in line 9, to
determine which nodes to set as rigid depending on the
location of intersection point i with respect to the nodes
of the voxel face on which it lies, is illustrated by Fig-
ure 5. For each node n, if i lies within a box starting at
n that has sides 0.75x the length of v in each direction,
n is set to rigid. The box side lengths could be changed
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Figure 6: Vertices of a surface mesh bound to the clos-
est elements. Note this is a 2D illustration of a 3D pro-
cess.

to make the algorithm more or less ‘strict’; for exam-
ple, with side lengths of 0.5x, only one node would be
set to rigid for each rigid polygon, line and node. How-
ever, 0.75x seems to work well and produce the desired
results with the current examples.

The attachment algorithm can also handle cases when
the simulation mesh is much higher or lower resolution
than the surface mesh, as shown by Figure 4. After
attaching skull nodes, each muscle can then be assigned
a contraction centre, which is calculated as the average
of the muscle nodal positions that lie on the simulation
skull.

After simulation model creation, as with Dick et al.’s
simulation approach [DGW11], the vertices of the sur-
face mesh can be simply bound to and animated with el-
ements of the FE mesh using trilinear interpolation and
extrapolation (see Figure 6). A position, p, is bound to
the closest element (determined by a distance test from
the element centres) using three weights, wi - one along
each local axis, i, from the first node of the element,
x. For a simple voxel element at its rest position and
aligned with the global axes, these can be easily calcu-
lated:

wi = 1− pi− xi

vi
(1)

where vi is the voxel dimension in the ith direction.

Using these weights, trilinear interpolation or ex-

trapolation (if any weight is negative) can be easily
applied before rendering the surface mesh.

4 EXAMPLES AND RESULTS
4.1 Model Creation Examples
Various simulation models of varying complexity have
been automatically created using the described tech-
nique, which include a sphere, cylindrical muscle, skin
block with an inclined relatively flat cylindrical mus-
cle, and simple facial model with a simple left zygo-
matic major muscle. The facial surface, including an
inner surface used as an approximation of the skull,
was generated using FaceGen2. As the face model in-
cludes only a single muscle, only the relevant section
of the face containing this muscle was voxelised. Fig-
ure 7 shows the simulation meshes, and also their rigid
nodes by which they were constrained during simula-
tions, and the muscle contraction centres (except for
the sphere model which contains no muscles). Figure 8
better shows the surface models used to create the skin
block and facial models, and Figure 9 shows the voxeli-
sations of the skin and muscles within these models.

The model creation process generally produced desir-
able results, for example, with the desired facial model
nodes set to rigid on a complex surface, and muscle el-
ements correctly determined. The muscle part of the
skin block simulation model, however, shows the im-
portance of using a high enough resolution to capture
the surface model shape well. With a too low resolu-
tion, surfaces that cross voxel boundaries at small an-
gles may not be captured by the simulation model.

4.2 Model Simulations
We have implemented a non-linear total Lagrangian ex-
plicit dynamic (TLED) FE solver on the GPU using the
Fermi CUDA architecture to efficiently perform accu-
rate FE simulations. The details of the system, and
the formulation and presentation of the TLED algo-
rithm are beyond the scope of this paper, although the
TLED algorithm has been presented by Miller et al.
[MJLW07].

Various simulations have been performed using the
TLED FE system with the models presented in Section
4.1 - a sphere of soft-tissue material, cylindrical mus-
cle, skin block with a muscle, and simple facial model
with a single muscle. Each model is composed of
reduced-integration 8-node hexahedral elements, and
uses a single Neo-Hookean material (for both passive
tissue and muscle where applicable) with a Young’s
modulus of 3000Pa and a Poisson ratio of 0.49. A
time-step of 0.1ms was used for each simulation.
Such a small time-step was necessary for stability due

2 http://facegen.com/



Figure 7: Model rigid node attachments for, from top left to bottom right, a sphere, cylindrical muscle, skin
block with muscle, and face, represented by red spheres. The green spheres are muscle contraction centres (where
applicable), and muscle elements are coloured green for the skin block and face models.

Figure 8: Surface models for the skin block model (left) and facial model (right). Within each image, the left-hand
side shows the skin surface, while the right-hand side shows the rigid surfaces to which the muscles are attached.

Figure 9: Model voxelisations for the skin block model (left) and facial model (right), where muscle elements are
coloured green.



Detail Sphere Muscle Block Face
Nodes 2849 480 6724 15516
Elements 2176 280 4800 12267
Element Length
(mm) 12.5 1.5 1.5 2.5

Muscle Con-
traction N/A 0.25 0.6 0.4

Time-Step
Solution Time
(ms)

0.187 0.205 0.342 0.542

FPS 34 38 15 7
Table 1: Some model and simulation statistics of sim-
ulations performed on a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 460
1GB GPU.

to the small, highly incompressible elements used.
The sphere model was influenced by external forces,
such as gravity or from user interaction, whereas the
other models were influenced purely by internal active
muscle stresses. Table 1 shows data on the structure
of each model, as well as some simulation statistics,
and Figure 10 shows the equilibrium positions for the
sphere and face simulations.

Simulations perform well under gravity and user inter-
action, although it is likely that the face model will be
simulated a lot better with more accurate surface mod-
els and constitutive laws. For example, it has been
shown that it is necessary to model the inhomogeneity
and anisotropy of skin to simulate any decent wrinkling
effects [HMSH09], rather than as a single isotropic ma-
terial, as with this work. With the independent muscle
simulation, it was necessary to use a small contraction
value as there is no surrounding soft-tissue to offer re-
sistance against the muscle active stresses.

4.3 Comparison of Conforming and Non-
Conforming Simulation Meshes

For our work, non-conforming hexahedral FE simu-
lation meshes have been used. However, simulation
meshes that conform to surface meshes can also be used
for FE simulations. Table 2 summarises the creation
and use of conforming and non-conforming hexahedral
meshes with a CUDA TLED FE system.

Experiments using a conforming (created using IA-
FEMesh3) and a non-conforming hexahedral simula-
tion mesh for a sphere have demonstrated the perfor-
mance and stability advantages of non-conforming sim-
ulation meshes. As shown by Table 3, using a non-
conforming simulation mesh with a bound higher res-
olution surface mesh has led to performance increases
of almost 2x compared to using a conforming simula-
tion mesh with roughly the same number of nodes and

3 https://simtk.org/home/ia-femesh

elements. Also, stable simulations were able to be per-
formed using a considerably higher Young’s modulus
and Poisson ratio with a non-conforming mesh, which
is necessary for simulating, for example, the stiff prop-
erties of the epidermal skin layer, and incompressible
soft-tissue material. On the downside, depending on
element size, accuracy is likely to be reduced using a
non-conforming simulation mesh.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This work has presented a process for creating animat-
able non-conforming hexahedral FE simulation models
to which the object surface meshes are bound. Using
regular or irregular voxel sizes, the process involves dis-
cretising the volume enclosed by surface meshes, pos-
sibly with internal surfaces, and separating elements
accordingly. Rigid nodes on the simulation mesh can
also be automatically determined, as can muscle pa-
rameters. Some soft-tissue models, including a sim-
ple facial model with a muscle, have been created to
demonstrate the process, which could also be used to
produce models for more complex surface meshes. A
GPU TLED FE system has been used to produce some
example real-time and interactive simulations with the
created models, showing that a surface mesh can be eas-
ily transformed into a complex animatable physically-
based model. Finally, the various advantages provided
by using a non-conforming simulation mesh have been
outlined, including model creation, speed, memory and
stability advantages.

Various improvements could currently be made to the
model creation process. For example, the voxelisa-
tion process could be based on the the proportion of
a voxel that is enclosed by a volume, which could be
used to determine whether a voxel is inside the volume,
and to calculate the element material properties, simi-
lar to the approach by Lee et al. [LST09]. Using such
an approach would also require the rigid node attach-
ment algorithm to be modified. Future work will also
focus on creating and animating a more accurate full
facial model with inhomogeneous anisotropic viscoel-
satic materials.
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